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The Cards 
● A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.  

 
● Hey You.  Wear your smile to change the world.  Don't let the 

world change your smile. 
 
When life gives you a hundred reasons to cry, show life that you have a 
thousands of reasons to smile. 
 

● Smile because YOU 
-  Are loved. 
- Are Valued. 
- Matter 
-Are Special 
- Are important 
- Are Needed 
- Are respected 
- Are Worth it 
- Are Unique 
- Make  A Difference 
- Are YOU. 

 
● Smile to the world and the world will smile back at you. 

 
● Smile and forgive.  It's the only way to live. 
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● Keep calm and smile on. 

 
 
What is this ‘Smile e-booklet no 1’ all about 
Personal request with a thank you to you. 
 
 
 
To Smile is one gift that is freely given by the giver and accepted by the 
receiver. 
 
Included in this e-booklet  are seven cards.  
 
Each card has a different message  in line with this first booklets theme. 
Yes the booklet has a theme.  The first booklets theme is “ What to do 
with a Smile”. 
 
RESOURCES 
By following the emails you have accepted to receive resources like this 
e-booklet are coming your way.  
 
The e-booklet themes themselves change over time.  For instance there 
are: 

● Laughter 
● F.E.A.R 
● Communicate 
● Water 
● Mindset 

As stated these resources are gifts.  The primary aim is to assist with 
communication between peoples. Sometimes we just have to use a third 
party inanimate communication tool.  
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Included in each e-booklet are other resources such as original sources, 
applications and tools used. Materials disclaimers such as the use of 
cookies within these.  Check this link. 
 

How to Use Basics 
 
How ever you are receiving this ‘Smile e-booklet’ there are tailored to 
use scraping tools.  Also known as ‘copy and paste’. 
 
With the massive new tool to suit every occasion situations search  and 
find one that is recommended for your individual device.  
 
Having opened the Smiles of your choice just copy that one and paste 
the visual where you intend to use it. 
 
Use the  Bookmark or Favorite tool and store the PDF on the Navigation 
bar - that way you have a quick access card communication tool kit.  
 
Download the pdf and keep this in an easily to reach folder.  
  

 
Why ‘Smile’ Third Party Tools? 
 
Third Party Communication tools are a valuable asset within certain 
parts of communities.  People who have difficulty with communication 
issues may just need a mental time out zone.  
 
With today’s technologies and a wonderful on the spot remembrance 
system these same people may take the time to just ‘be’ then scramble 
through their files for that one communication picture. 
 
Copy the picture needed. And send.  
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Simply ‘Jing’ it.  
With you controlling your mouse Jing will capture anything on your 
computer screen.  Eiteher as an image or short video. And let’s you 
share it instantly. I really like it when the scribble pen is  used.  AOr just 
a simple arrow with text included. 
 
Send  what you create or  file.  The choice is yours with Jing. 
 

File or  and recall. 
 
One of the gifts some people on the Autism Spectrum may have is the 
ability to file and recall.  The challenge is when and where these are filed 
or recalled. 
 
They may have learned that each picture is a sentence. Throughout 
these card series there are different e-booklets with different themes.The 
cover picture represents the theme. 
 
The color title represents the number of the e-booklet. 
 
At the outset each card is different in shape, background, color of the 
text as well.  Some are plain and singular in depth.  Others will have 
masses of lines, colors, tones, shapes and shadows within. 
 
These are done for a particular reason.    The knowledge to do this has 
come from a mix of personal experiences with my own High Functioning 
Autism self, being a 5th generation of and extended family who are 
basically all on the Autism Spectrum somewhere. Community 
development and the associated observations and participatory needs of 
youth activities as a Leader. 
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Introducing the first set of Smile Cards 
 
A warm smile is the universal language of kindness.   
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Hey You.  Wear your smile to change the world.  Don't let the world 
change your smile. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
When life gives you a hundred reasons to cry, show life that you 
have a thousands of reasons to smile. 
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Smile because YOU Are Loved And Needed. Are Valued.  Are 
respected.  Matter.  Make  a difference. Are special. Are worth it. 

Are important. Are Unique Are YOU! 
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Smile to the world and the world will smile back at you. 
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Keep Calm And SMILE On 
 
 

 

 
 
Sincerely, I Thank You for receiving and also for using this e-booklet. 
 
Would love to know where you are sharing these cards through too. [ 
Not the who, just the where] 
 
Smiles as you remember that positive people don’t just have a good day 
~ They make them!  
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Materials Disclaimer 
You have received this email because you're signed up to receive notifications from 
'Autism As A Gift', Susan Lewis Marketing, A Creative Has... cve4me, and Susan 
Lewis. 
 
We use cookies with this message to enhance your user experience.  By clicking any 
link in this message you are giving your consent for us to set cookies. 
 
Easily removed when you are going about the cleaning of your computer history. 
Just hit the button that starts your machines regular clean up process. 
 
Material Connection Disclosure 
 
Susan Lewis  may periodically send you offers from trusted sources. Unless 
otherwise indicated you should assume that there is some form of an affiliate 
relationship existing.  Or another material connection to the providers of goods and 
services mentioned in this message and may be compensated when you make a 
purchase from a provider.  You should always use due diligence before buying 
goods or services from anyone via the internet or offline 
 
 
Back To The top: #1 set of Smile Cards 
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